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Transmission measurements for waves near the fundamental and harmonics of 
the electron-cyclotron frequency indicate that propagation and absorption is not al
ways correctly described when ray trajectories are obtained using cold-plasma analy
sis. Improved methods have been developed for evaluating the Shkarofsky functions, 
which appear in the weakly relativistic approximation of the dielectric tensor, for 
small parallel index of refraction. Computational results for vertical third-harmonic 
X-mode propagation in Tore Supra show strong, warm-plasma refraction effects that 
qualitatively agree with experimental observations. 
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I. Motivation 

This work is motivated by recent experiments, especially those in the Tore Supra 
tokamak, that suggest significant, warm-plasma refraction effects of waves near the 
fundamental and harmonics of the electron-cyclotron frequency. 1 - 3 These works, as 
well as earlier ones, have shown tha t a relativistic treatment of the wave-particle 
resonance condition is necessary for accurate treatment of both refraction and absorp
tion, even for plasmas with temperatures as low as 1 keV. Further motivation comes 
from plans for high-power electron-cyclotron heating (ECH) experiments in the TCV 
tokamak using extraordinary-mode (X-mode) waves at the second and third harmon
ics. 4 TCV will employ ECH to create broad current profiles necessary for vertical 
stability of highly elongated plasmas. Accurate prediction of wave propagation and 
absorption is therefore important to the success of TCV experiments. Warm-plasma 
refraction effects also have potential importance for the much hotter International 
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) for some ECH launch scenarios. 

I I . Evaluation of Shkarofsky Functions Tq 

This paper describes recent progress towards accurate treatment of refraction and 
absorption near cyclotron harmonics within the weakly relativistic approximation. 5 

In that approximation, the dielectric tensor is expressed in terms of a set of complex-
valued functions J-q and their derivatives. These functions are defined by 

f°° 
Fq(4, ip) = -»exp(-r /> 2 ) / dt(l- it)-" exp 

Jo 
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The two parameters xp and <f> are given by 

ip = N^yf^l2, fi = mc2/Te 

4>2 = xp2 — fj.6, 6=1 — nVL(u), 

where ft is the cyclotron frequency, and n is the cyclotron-harmonic number that 
appears in the dielectric tensor as a summation index. For real wave frequency u> and 
real parallel index of refraction N9, as assumed here, the parameters xp and (f>2 are 
both real. 

Depending on the values of <j> and xp, different evaluation methods and recursion 
relations are used for numerical calculation of J-"q, because each method is accurate 
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in a region of the <f>-xj} plane bu t inaccurate or inapplicable outside that region. The 
recursion relation 

Fg+2 = (l + <J>2Fg-qFg+1)W2, q>-

with starting values 
Fi = -Z+/4>, PS = -Z~/il> 

Z± = ±[Z{i>-<j>)±Z{-^-<t>)} 

was given by Krivenski and Orefice. 6 Here, Z denotes the standard plasma dispersion 
function. 7 This method is useful for ip ^ 1. For small JVB, and thus small xj), this 
method suffers from loss of accuracy in the calculation of Tq for high q starting from 
low q (forward recursion). Bindslev 8 overcame this problem by using the recursion 
relation iteratively to allow starting at high or intermediate q. Borie 9 also overcame 
numerical problems at small ip. 

In the remainder of this section, we describe methods used in this work to eval
uate the functions Tq for rj; < 3. For brevity, we do not describe the methods, which 
are similar to those described below, that are used to evaluate the first through fourth 
derivatives of Tq with respect to <f>2. Description of the accuracy and applicability of 
these methods, which is generally most challenging for the fourth derivative at the 
highest q required, is also beyond the scope of this paper. 

For <f>2 ^ 10 and tj) < 3, we use the expression 5 

oo 

«F„(*, i,) = exp(-V>2) Y, FM-t2) ft* , 

in which the coefficients are Dnestrovsky functions Fq and are found from 

F%{-<j>2)^-Z'{-cj>) and Fq+1 = (l + <i>2Fgyq, for , > | . 

The accuracy of this method degrades as <f>2 becomes large, because the Dnestrovsky 
functions become inaccurate. 

For 4>2 ^ 10 and t/> < 3, we use a method that is, to the best of our knowledge, 
published here for the first t ime. This new method is necessary, because the asymp
totic series given in Eq. (A4) of Ref. 10 can only be used for very large values of <j>2 

( ^ 150). Thus for 10 ^ <f>2 <̂  150, we evaluate the series 

oo 

m=0 
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in which the coefficients are found from derivatives of the Z function using starting 
values 

m^ ~ cf> (2m)! ' m ' t ~ (2m + 1 ) ! ' 
and the recursion relation 

5 7 
Am.,q = <f> -Am+1,9-2 — (<1 — 2 ) A m + i i g _ 1 , 9 = X ) ^ j - " -

This method requires evaluation of very high order derivatives of Z{—4>) (at least 
25th order) for values of — <f> along the real or positive imaginary axes. These high 
derivatives are calculated by methods similar to those described in App. A of Ref. 11. 

The evaluation methods appropriate for small tp, which are described in this 
section, have been installed recently in the TORCH ray-tracing code 1 2 and used to 
obtain the results in this paper. 

III. Vertical X3 Propagation in Tore Supra 

In modeling vertical third-harmonic X-mode propagation in Tore Supra, we use a 
simple equilibrium model with unshifted, circular flux surfaces. The central magnetic-
field strength is B = 1.3 T, the central density and temperature are n e (0) = 3 x 
1 0 1 9 m ~ 3 and Te(0) = 1 keV, and profiles of ne(r) and Te(r) are parabolic. Rays are 
launched from the location of the lower horn with angles with respect to the vertical 
ranging from —6° to 0°. The upper (receiving) horn is represented by an absorbing 
rectangle with the actual location and size (4.4cmx6.6cm) of the horn mouth. 

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the results of ray tracing in the cold-plasma 
and weakly relativistic approximations. Warm-plasma effects have caused refraction 
away from the resonance on both the high- and low-field sides, which has opened a 
gap in the t ransmit ted power pat tern. On the high-field side there is absorption and 
focusing of power. Focusing on the low-field side is also present and leads to higher 
received power in the warm-plasma calculation than in the cold plasma. 

The magni tude of the warm-plasma refraction effects can be seen clearly in Fig. 2. 
As a function of launch angle, we show the radial position R that a ray has when 
it has reached the vertical position Z of the receiving horn. The three curves show 
the results with no plasma (dashes), cold plasma (solid), and warm plasma (circles). 
Results for cold and warm plasma agree, as they must, away from resonance. Note 
that the ray launched at 6 = —2.6° grazes the resonance just to the low-field side. In 
a small interval near R = 247 cm, a horizontal line at a given value of R intersects the 
warm-plasma curve (circles) at two launch angles in the interval —2.6° < 6 < —1.8°. 
(A third launch angle near 9 = —2.7° also intersects R = 247 cm, but the portion of 
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Figure 1: Ray trajectories computed within the cold-plasma (left panel) and weakly 
relativistic (right panel) approximations. The location of the cyclotron resonance is 
a barely visible, vertical dashed line. The location of the receiving horn is indicated 
by the short horizontal line at the top of the figures. 
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Figure 2: Radial positions R of the intersection of ray trajectories with a horizontal 
plane Z = 160 cm at the height of the receiving horn, for rays launched at different 
angles from the vertical. The three curves are described in the text. 
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the beam near that angle is strongly defocused and delivers negligible power density to 
a receiver at R = 247 cm.) The two intersections determine two rays that hit the same 
R after following different paths. These two rays may interfere either constructively or 
destructively, depending on the difference in the wave phase after propagation along 
the two paths. Such interference may explain multiple peaks, which are reminiscent 
of an Airy pattern, that have been observed in Tore Supra experiments. 2 , 3 Also seen 
in Fig. 2 is the gap 229 cm < R < 246 cm that is hit by negligible power density (none 
of our closely spaced rays). Finally, any R in the interval 224 cm < R < 229 cm is hit 
by power from three different launch angles. In that interval, which occurs for rays 
that pass on the high-field side of resonance, absorption is strong, and the focusing 
of rays is not expected to produce a peak in the transmitted power. 

IV. Summary 

Improved methods for evaluation of Shkarofsky functions Tq that appear in the 
weakly relativistic dielectric tensor have been installed in the TORCH code. Rays with 
small JV| can now be traced, and heating or diagnostic beams that propagate nearly 
perpendicular to the magnetic field can be modeled. Application to vertical third-
harmonic X-mode propagation in Tore Supra shows strong, warm-plasma refraction 
effects that qualitatively agree with experimental observations. 
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